At-Home Pilates Routine from Nichole L’vov
Breathing
Start: Supine (laying on back), knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Inhale through nose, exhale through mouth
With each exhale, pull belly muscles in and up toward diaphragm. Release on inhalation;
continue engaging pelvic floor on each exhalation.

Imprinting
Start: Supine (laying on back), knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Starting with tailbone, allow each vertebra to drop into place. Feel the length, depth and
width of your body expand with each breath. Imagine you are lying in sand and are
making an imprint with your body
Pelvic Bowl (marble in belly button)
Start: Supine, knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Exhale, scoop the belly in (flex lumbar spine-lower back) as you send your pubic bone up
toward ceiling.
Inhale as you send your tailbone to the mat (extend your spine), arching your back
slightly. Flexing and extending the lower back moves the pelvis from a posterior tilt to
anterior tilt. Legs are still. Roll marble up to ribs and down to pubic bone as described
above.
Neutral pelvis

Knee Folds
Start: Supine, knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Maintain a neutral pelvis, flex hip to about 90 degrees, return foot to mat and repeat on
other side. Nothing moves except the leg at the hip joint, keep torso still and relaxed.

Leg Slide
Start: Supine, knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Slide heel out to fully extend the leg, slide heel back toward sitz bone. Keep pelvis stable
throughout movement. Maintain a neutral pelvis and still torso throughout movement.

Spinal Bridging (Articulating)
Start: Supine, knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Curl tailbone up and peel one vertebra at a time off mat until weight is supported on feet
and shoulder girdle. Do not come higher than bottoms of shoulder blades. Soften upper
chest and sternum, roll down one vertebra at a time, articulating the spine down like a
strand of pearls on a table.

Tips of shoulder blades stay on mat, feet are flat and weight is equally centered on bottoms of
feet.

Hundreds (10 sets of 10 breaths)
Start: Supine, knees bent, feet flat on mat, arms at sides
Curl head and shoulders off mat, arms are extended and lightly pump 3”-5” in time with
inhale (5 counts) and exhale (5 counts). Hold position. Beginner version: feet stay flat
on floor (not like picture below which is a very advanced version) Make sure your neck
and shoulders stay relaxed and soft, belly pulls in and up the entire time, deepening the
contraction with every exhale. Pelvis stays neutral.

Note the upper body position, ignore leg position, keep feet flat on mat

Advanced: legs come up into 90 degree angle at hip and knee (tabletop position)

Roll Up (6 repetitions)
Start: Supine, arms overhead at shoulder height, legs lengthened on mat, feet flexed
Raise arms up toward ceiling, curl head and shoulders off mat and roll up through spine,
peeling spine off mat one vertebra at a time. Roll back down to mat slowly, one vertebra
at a time. If you can’t get all the way up, go as far as you can and keep control the entire
time. Slow!!!

Leg Circles (5 repetitions in each direction for each leg)
Start: Supine, arms at sides, extend left leg on mat with foot flexed, extend right leg
toward ceiling at 90 degree angle to body. (knee can be slightly bent if leg muscles are
tight)
Make tiny circles with leg. Keep pelvis in neutral and anchored to the mat, belly pulling
in and up the entire time. There should be no movement in torso while leg moves. If you
can’t keep hips still, bend left leg and place foot flat on the mat to give more stability.
Switch sides and repeat as above with left leg. Keep leg at 45 degree angle, not like
photo below.

Rolling like a Ball (6 repetitions)
Start: Sit up, pull knees into chest, round spine, clasp arms around shins, lift feet off mat
and balance toes on mat.
Scooping the belly, rock off your sitz bones and then exhaling, come up to starting
position. Do a few like that, then roll all the way back until tips of shoulder blades touch
the mat, scooping belly to bring self back upright. Do not use legs to power the
movement, the power comes from the abdominal muscles.

Side Lying Work (6 repetitions each element, repeat on other side.)
Start: Lying on left side with body lined up with edge of mat. Hips are stacked one on
top of the other, belly is pulling in and up to stabilize the torso. It is best to rest head on
lengthened arm rather than resting head on bent arm. Lift both legs together, bringing
toes off the front edge of mat and heels on the mat. Legs are slightly diagonal from body.
Right palm is flat on mat in front of chest for stability.

Foot Flexed

Foot pointed

Leg Lifts: The right leg is floating slightly above left leg. Point toe and lift top leg
toward ceiling. Flex foot and lower to starting position. Repeat 5 times.

Note slight diagonal position of legs

Side Kick: Lift top leg, ankle level with hip; bring leg forward with foot flexed, pulse
once and bring leg back with foot pointed. Repeat 5 times.

Leg Circles: Point toe, lift top leg and make tiny circles forward 6 times and then
backward 6 times. Feel length in the leg, as if someone were holding your ankle and
pulling slightly on your leg. Keep pelvis neutral, hips stacked, belly pulling in. Only leg
moves.
Repeat on other side.
Cat Stretch (6 repetitions)
Start: Coming up on all fours, hands under shoulders and back flat. Inhale, Pull belly in
and arch spine toward the ceiling like a scared cat. Hold and then exhaling return to
starting position. Now, inhaling, send tailbone toward ceiling and gently arch neck to
send head back. Hold, exhale back to starting position.

Child’s Pose
Separate legs slightly, sit back onto heels, bringing upper body toward the mat, arms
lengthening on the mat towards opposite wall. Inhale and exhale for 6 breaths.

